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The First Division consisted of the regutar members and in addition Referpe Gail

R. Moran when award was rendered.

(Brotherhood of Loeomotive Engineers and Trainmen

PARTIES TO DISPUTE: (
(Union Pacffic Railroad ComPanY

STATEMENT OF CLAIM:

"Claim of Engineer for removat of Discipline, claiming

full back pay (including time attending the investigation), fringe

benefits, and the clearing of this notation of discipline from Engineer

record.ot

FIIT{DINGS:

The First Division of the Adjustment Board, upon the whole record and all the

evidencen finds that:

The carrier or carriers and the employee or employees involved in this dispute are

respectively carrier and employee within the meaning of the Railway Labor Act, as

approvedJune 21,193..

This Division of the Adjustment Board has jurisdiction over the dispute involved

herein.

Parties to said dispute were given due notice of hearing thereon.

The Claimant' , had been employed by the Carrier for

ten years at the time of the incident at issue in this matter. On June 23,20tL, the

claimant was working aboard train MNLAS-23 when he observed smoke near the rear

of the locomotive. He took a fire extinguisher and went to investigate. when he

opened the door to the engine he inhaled fumes and sought treatment for his injuries'
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By letter dated July 1, 2011, he received the following Notice of Investigation to

report for a Hearing on July 11, 20\l:

"While you wene employed as Engineer on the MNLAS-23, atlnear

Dupo, Iliinois, near Milepost 6, Chester Subdivision, at approximately

1.730 hours, on June ?3rzDLlryou allegedly failed to follow instructions

concerning getting off of a locomotive and taking evasive action to
avoid nre ana smoke, and promptly relocating to an area that will not

subject you to any danger in the event of a locomotive fire. In addition'
you allegedly failed to follow instructions concerning not attempting to

fight, suppress' or extinguish any fire."

After a postponement, an Investigation was held on September 15, 2011. On

September 23, the Claimant was issued a Notification of Discipline Assessed, and found

culpable with viotating Operating Rule 1.1.3 and Superintendent Bulletin No. L9 for

which he was required to attend one day of simulator training, without pay'

The General Code of Operating Rules (GCOR), Rule 1.13, provided that

employees must comply with instructions from supervisors who have jurisdiction over

their work. Superintendent Bulletin No. L9 stated in relevant part:

Subject: Locomotive Fires

In the event of a locomotive fire, all members of the train crew are

reminded to take every precaution to prevent injury to themselves and

other employees and are instructed to:

. Promptly report the fire to the train dispatcher' ' '

. Get off the irain and take evasive action to avoid the fire and smoke,

and promptly relocate to an area that will not subject them to any

danger i.e. fire, smoke, explosion, etc.
. Do not attempt to fight, suppress' or extinguish the fire' ' '

The essential facts are not in dispute . On the date in question, while alone in the

locomotive, the Claimant heard a loud bang and saw a puff of white smoke through the

window at the rear of the locomotive. The locomotive was not in operation at the time'

and was parked somewhere in the vicinity of a trailer park. The Claimant did not
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immediately notify his Conductor, who was off the car, but grabbed a fire extinguisher

and went to the rear of the cabin to investigate. He did not encounter any flames and

the smoke had dissipated, so he laid aside the fire extinguisher and opened the door to

the engine room. He was met with fumes emitted from a melted battera that caused

irritation to his eyes, nose and throat. The Conductor had just returned at that time,

and he communicated to him what had happened. They evacuated the locomotive and

the Claimant notified the yardmaster of the problem with the engine. He also asked

for assistance due to the inhalation of fumes. After some initial treatment at the yard,

the Claimant decided to seek medical attention at the hospital. He filed an injury
report.

The testimony of the Claimant and the language of his incident report completed

shortly after the incident made it clear that the Claimant thought there might be a fire
on the locomotive. However, there was no fire, no flames, and no evidence of any fire at

the scene. The Claimant admitted that he was familiar with the contents of the

Superintendent's Bulletin No. 1"9 to take evasive action in the event of a locomotive fire.

The Organization argued that the discipline was improper because conflicting

GCOR Rule 128 (Fire) required employees to take precautions to prevent loss and

damage by fire. It posited that Superintendent Bulletins are akin to "local rules" that

do not and cannot supersede the General Operating Rules. It referred to specific

language in the GCOR Rules that oRules may be issued, canceled, or modified by track
lu[*Cn, general order, or special instruction. When there is a conflict, Subdivision

Special instructions take precedent over System Special Instructions." It pointed to the

ubsen"" of any mention of Superintendent Bulletins in that hierarchy. It further
argued that employees must undergo training in GCOR Rules bi'annually (including

Rule 1.28), and as part of that training are instructed in the proper handling and use of
fire extinguishers. Secondarily, it argued that the Claimant was disciplined because he

filed an inlury report. Several procedural objections wene also raised in the underlying
proceedings.

The full text of GCOR Rule 128 cited by the Organization provided:

,,Employees must take every precaution to prevent loss and damage by fire.

Employees must report promptly to the train dispatcher any fires seen on

or oear the right of way, unless the {ires are being controlled. If there is

danger of the fire spreading to a bridge or other structure, crew members

must stop their train and help extinguish the fire."
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Cause of fire, if known, must be promptly reported'

The Carrier asserted that the Claimant's actions were in direct contravention of

his supervisor,s instructions as set forth in the superintendent's Bulletin' It argued

that it had proved the violations by substantial evidence because the claimant admitted

to the conduct. It also argued, converse to the organlzation, that a specific rule such as

the superintendent,s nuttetin overrides a more general rule and it pointed out that the

Bulletin referred specifically to locomotive fires. Finally, the carrier contended that the

discipline was consistent with the Carrier's policyl and, that the Claimant had been

afforded due process in the Investigation'

The Board has carefully reviewed the reeord in this case, and finds that the

carrier has not met its burden by the requisite standard of proof because of the conflict

in the Rules. By reaching tiris deci-sion, the Board is not suggesting that the

Superintendent,s Iiute is not valid - the Superintendent is vested with the authority to

make and apply Rules he or she deems ippropriate concerning the conduct of the

employees under his or her jurisdiction. Simiiarly, employees are obliged to be familiar

with and follow them. The"quandary arises, however, where competing rules require

the opposite behavior from the same employee'

The record disclosed, and it is not disputed, that employees have an-obligation to

be schooled and tested on tte GCOR rules iiannually, which includes Rule 1'28' The

Rule refers to fires ..on or near the right of way' anddoes not exclude locomotive fires'

Employees carry the operating nutes with them on the job' As part of the Rules

training they are instruited in itre pFDper handling and use of fire extinguishers' All

locomotives are equipped with nre e*tinguishers. in addition, Engineers are required

to report frres and other locomotive defects'

While the Carrier and the organization both tried to parse the language of Rule

L28 to support their respective positirons, the fact remains that a plain reading of Rule

1".28 has at its essence fire pot rrtioo and Superintendent Rule No' 19 has at its essence

fire evasion - those ur" io conflict with one another and send mixed messages to

employees. The Board is certain that the carrier never intended when implementing

Rule 128 that employees would risk pemonal iniury '-but merely that they do' within

reason, what one 
"oora 

to contain a'fire nom Jpreading' And the superintendent's

Bulletin is laudable from an employee safety perspective' However' it was not

unreasonable for the Claimant to invesiigate the source of the noise and the smoke with

a goal toward assessing and reporting,; he had an obligation to do, the fire or other

emergency in or around the locomotive'
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The Board finds no merit to the organization's other argumentso including its

procedural arguments.

AWARI)

Claim sustained.

ORDER

ThisBoard,afterconsiderationofthedisputeidentifredabove,herebyordersthat
an award favorable to the Claimant(st b. .td.' Thc Carrier is ordered to make the

Award effective on or before 30 d.i following the postmark date the Award is

transmitted to the Parties.

NATIONAL RAILROAD ADJUSTMENT BOARI)

BY Order of First Division

Dated at Chicago, Illinois, this 3Lst day of August 2A16'


